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total number of wave circuits associated with the jth potential A model of the Earth comprising a fluid core and an infinite elastic mantle is considered. An explosive sound source initiated at an arbitrary point in the fluid core generates reflected acoustic waves in the core, Stoneley waves at the interface, and transmitted P and S waves in the elastic mantle.
The general solution in the Laplace transformed plane is composed of series of modified spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. Watson-type integral representations of the series are obtained and their asymptotic estimates are deduced by the method of Laplace. It is shown that the stress wave motion in the mechanical system is analogous to the geometrical optical system. 
Introduction
In 1904, Sir Horace Lamb (5) considered the problem of disturbances generated by impulsive point forces applied on the surface of a plane semi-infinite elastic medium. The present investigation is a generalization of Lamb's problem. We attempt to study the phenomenon of wave propagation generated by an explosive sound source at an arbitrary point in a spherical fluid core surrounded by an infinite elastic medium.
The phenomenon of propagation resolves itself into three categories: (a) The problem of internal reflection in the acoustic sphere, (b) Propagation of pressure and shear waves which are transmitted into the (c) Generalized Stoneley waves in the fluid-solid interface.
If we assume that an atomic blast is essentially a pressure-type explosive source, then this problem should cast some light on the nature of the propagation of underground blasts beyond the detonation enclosure into the elastic zone. In this paper we shall consider only parts (a) and (b) of these phenomena. elastic zone, and
Formulation of the problem
rounded by a homogeneous, isotropic elastic infinite medium, 11.
Let P(x,,, yo, z,,) = source location, Let us suppose that an acoustic spherical region designated in Fig. 1 by I is sur-Q(x, y, z) = observer location, C = acoustic velocity in I, @ = acoustic potential in I. Then the equation representing an explosion in I is given by (VI-;
As the disturbance strikes the interface r = a, it generates a Stoneley wave, elastic wave propagation in region I1 and acoustic wave reflection into region I. From Tanyi (6), the phenomenon of propagation in I1 is characterized by the system of equations where Y and II are the P-and S-potentials and c, and c2 are the pressure and shear wave velocities respectively. If U is the displacement vector and i, a unit vector in the radial direction, then U = -gradY +curl curlil(rII). and in 11, where F(x, t ) = (274-1 ePtF(x,p)dp, s,
and B is the Bromwich contour from a-ico to a +ico in the complex p plane. The continuity conditions (1 .4) are transformed accordingly.
Formal solutions
G. Tanyi has shown (6) that for r =-by where Gp is the particular integral of (1 .5) and is given by = (4nR)-l exp (-qR), R = (ra +ba-2br cos @*, and v = n ++.
In space-time, the particular integral,
is a retarded potential with spherical wavefronts, R = ct. In region 11, the homogeneous solutions of equation (1.6) may be given in the forms, It will be observed that the solutions (2.4) tend to zero as r tends to infinity. We will now express the continuity conditions in terms of the solutions (2.1) and (2. 
We note in the above system that A and p are the Lam6 constants for the elastic medium, 
Discussion of formal solutions
A. The case of the liquid injinite mantle and fluid space Let us suppose that region I1 is composed of the same fluid material as region I. Mathematically, this is accomplished in the limiting case as the shear parameter, p, becomes zero. This further implies that both y and w become infinite. At the same time, since the properties of both media are the same, we find that the parameter f given by f = -c2p1 becomes unity and the wave numbers k and q become the same.
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Subject to these requirements, we should expect the reflected acoustic and the transmitted shear potentials to vanish, and furthermore, the transmitted pressure potential should be the same as the incident pulse. This is easily shown to be indeed so. Let z be real and positive. As z+m, Using these asymptotic representations, it follows easily that in the limit as both 'ya and w become infinite and subject to the stated requirements onf, k, and q, In a similar manner we find from these results that: (3.5) where
Further examination of the function Q shows that for v > 0, ka > E , ( E > 0) and for a 2 1, Q(v) is always negative. Then, F,, represents the reflected function.
In another terminology the explosion or ' Cause ' generates three effects-the reflected effect Ge, and the transmitted effects G and n. Thus, in the light of the above notation,
--F1,=G,; F,,=Y; F,= rr.
In discussing the convergence of the series (3.6), for large order u, we note that since IP,(cos8)1<1 f o r 0 < 8 < . r r , it is sufficient to consider only the behaviour of the functions f,(u).
Using the representations (3.3), we find that for large I YI, Re(u) > 0, Thus, me converges very slowly provided b < r < a. On the other hand, converge comparatively rapidly for all r > b.
Because of the poor convergence of these series, particularly Se, a numerical solution would be inadequate. However, we may use the fact that there are no real zeros of Q(v) to transform the series to integrals and then seek asymptotic estimates of such integrals.
and From the Cauchy Residue Theorem, where C is the contour surrounding the zeros of cos nz depicted in Fig. 3 .
Thus, by equations (3.7) and (3.9), the integrands of (3.8) go to zero as Re (z) tends to infinity. Furthermore, for large order, there are no poles of the integrands in regions R, and R,, and the integrands go to zero on C' and C". In view of this, each integral over C is equivalent to its principal value (P.V.) over the imaginary axis:
where I ' is the entire imaginary axis. Our work from now on will be the geometric optical evaluation of the integrals (3.10) and their subsequent representation in space-time.
Representations for converging and diverging waves and wave circuit development
In the geometrical optical (large wave number and order) domain of the integrals (3. lo), any ray emitted from the source gets partially reflected back into the fluid zone each time it strikes the elastic boundary. In the course of this reflection the ray travels around the sphere. This phenomenon is taken into account (3,4) by introducing the Heaviside representation for converging and diverging waves and developing the integrands into geometric series. The index of such a series would measure the number of internal reflections. where RM and R& denote the remainder after M terms of the respective series. Using the asymptotic representation (3.1) for qa sufficiently large,
We shall be concerned with a term by term asymptotic representation of the series (4.2).
To describe the number of times a ray has travelled around the sphere, let consider the identity (3), Given a fixed number of reflections, m, a ray in travelling from the source to a prescribed observation station undergoes a certain maximum number of complete circuits around the sphere depending on the potential O1, 02, Q3 or Q4. The precise number becomes apparent once a geometrical optical representation of the potentials are such maxima of wave circuits. Upon following each ray as part of it is transmitted into the elastic region, we find in a similar manner that B E 17l is obtained. We shall take up this matter fully in a later section. Nm,l, N m , 2 , .*., Nm.4
We again note that in arriving at the above results, we have employed the relationship (4.2) in all appropriate expressions in the transmitted P and S potentials excepting the coefficients Tl(z) and T2(z). For large wave number and order, these coefficients can be approximated by the auxiliary function 1 B,.
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Geometrical optical representation of potentials
Because of the complicated nature of the integrals (4.6), their exact evaluation for all wave numbers is a very difficult problem. However, physically meaningful results can be obtained by resorting to a geometrical optical approximation. Specifically, we shall use the Debye asymptotic representations (Al) to reduce the integrands to exponential orders. 
A. The reflected function
Saddlepoints
The integrals (5.4), (5.6) and (5.7) yield directly to evaluation by the classical method of Laplace (2). For this matter it will be necessary to discuss in some detail the existence of saddlepoints for the phase functions Fj, G, and Ha.
Let d be the saddlepoint associated with the acoustic potentials, dp the saddlepoint associated with the pressure potentials, and do that associated with the shear potentials.
Consider the typical potential, &: We observe that
F , = -2mf(a) +f(r>-f(b)-iq(2Zq+$-m~), F,'(q)
=
W(iu) = i[P(u)-(n-+)I,
and where For O < u < b , b < r < a , and O<arcsinu/r<rr/2, P(u) = 2 arc sin #/a-arc sin u/r +arc sin ulb.
Therefore W(-iu) < 0 if n > +.
We may now determine the number of roots (if any) of the equation W(7) = 0 on the top Riemann sheet by the use of the Principle of the Argument. We find that there is one encirclement of the origin in the W-plane provided 
A. Geometrical optical interpretation of the wavefronts
From the laws of geometrical optics, any ray emanating from the source remains tangent to the 'circle' radius d, before and after incidence on the boundary r = a. Such a ray may depart before or after tangency to the same circle depending on the position of the observer. Following J. Etienne (3), we shall say that a ray which emanates from the source before tangency departs positively, (D+). Conversely, a ray emanating after tangency departs negatively, (D-).
In a similar manner, a ray which arrives at the observer before tangency arrives negatively, (A-), and one which arrives after tangency arrives positively, (A+). This -l)(a:-dp2)t +(a,2-dp2)*-(a2-dp2) ) +(b?-dp2)+ +(r2-dp2)*, +arc sin (dp/ul)-arc sin (d,/a) +arc sin (dp/bl) +arc sin(dp/r)+(21n+4-m?r) = 0. (1 = 0, 1, . .., Nm,4).
Gi' = 2(m-l)(a,2-dP2)-* + (~,~-d~~) -k -
For the transmitted shear wave, arc sin d , / b~ -arc sin d,/q + arc sin dp/a -arc sin dp/r = e We find that the parameter a is the refraction index for the transmitted P ray. The geometry of refracted P rays is shown in Figs. 6a-d . A ray emitted from the source P(b, 0) remains tangent to the circle ', radius d = dp/a before refraction. The refracted ray is tangent to the circle ' of radius, dp. The saddlepoint equations for clockwise (0) and counterclockwise (27r-0) propagation are precisely the mathematical expression of these conditions. Unlike the phenomenon of reflection, we can no longer talk of positive or negative arrival, but rays may depart ' positively ' or negatively ' from P(b, 0). The ray path PZQ gives automatically the time of arrival at the observation station, Q, measured from the instant the disturbance is generated at P. For example, let T denote such a period of time for the potential 'r, for m = 1.
-(arc sin dp/b, +arc sin dp/a,) +arc sin dp/a -arc sin dp/r + T = B FIG. 6c. Transmitted D+ ' P ' ray for m = 1.
-[arc sin dp/bl+ arc sin dp/al) + arc sin dp/a -arc sin dp/r + rrz 2rr-9 FIG. 6d. Transmitted D+ ' P ' ray for m = 1.
In arriving at the last expression, we have used the facts that d , = ad and ul = au. Now, since c1 = ac,
where 1
T~ represents the time taken for the disturbance to travel through the fluid medium from P to I and T~, the time from I to Q in the elastic medium. (See Fig. 6a .) For typical numerical values of the saddlepoints, we refer the reader to the appendix (A3). So far, the analysis has been based on the requirement that the imaginary parts of the complex variables q, z and [ be positive. It can be shown that there are no saddlepoints for negative imaginary parts of these variables. Furthermore, if we replaced z by 9'1 as opposed to equation ( 5 . I), the position of the saddle-points is reversed and the same results hold true.
It is important to emphasize that of all the various regions of uniformity of the Debye asymptotic representations of the modified Bessel and Hankel functions, our analysis for P and S waves is based on only one. Considering the function B,(qu) = B,,(qu), this is the region 1gql < gu, q being pure imaginary. Thus this region excludes the poles of B,,(qu) which lie on the imaginary q-axis for I1 N ga.
The latter portion has been the subject of a detailed analysis by Jeffreys & Lapwood (4). Moreover, unlike (4), the direct geometrical optical solution obtained here is valid for Im (4) = 0. Thus, elementary sinusoidal waves are not considered.
An examination of equations (4.5) and (5.4) reveals that Q, and Q3 have a different behaviour from Ql and 0,. In particular for the case of one internal reflection ( m = l), Ql and a4 are real whereas Q, and Q3 have a multiplying factor of i, indicating a phase change of n / 2 if elementary sinusoidal waves were considered (4). For this case Q2 and Q3 would yield PP waves (or ' Allied Functions ' associated with the &function in time). On the other hand, for Ql ( p P wave) and Q4 (PP,) the time function is the same as for the incident pulse. With this limitation in the analysis and keeping in mind our concern with p P and PP, waves, we now give the time forms of the reflected pulses.
Space-time representation of P and S waves
We recall from equation ( Subject to this cause, we will now examine the effects in space-time.
A. For the reflected potential
This is a pulse with spherical wavefronts, gj = ct.
B. Transmitted potentials
potentials are Heaviside functions.
Unlike the reflected potential which is a delta function, the transmitted P and S
We observe that the P and S waves transmitted into the elastic region are very severely ' damped ' in comparison with the incident pulse in the acoustic region (equation 2 . 3 ) . This phenomenon will be investigated further in the next section.
Transmission coefficients
Because of the ' damping ' of the incident pulse upon transmission into the elastic medium, we can conveniently introduce the concept of 'transmission factors ' across the two media. Let us denote such a factor by 6 and define 6 as 'the ratio of the modulus of the amplitude of the incident P pulse at the interface, r = a to the modulus of the amplitude of the transmitted P wave for all r'. Then with Y, and Y, we associate the two factors 6, and 6, respectively. Define Thus, for each observer in the light zone (in the elastic region) we can calculate a transmission factor which is a measure of how damped the observed amplitude of the transmitted P-wave is in comparison with that of the original incident pulse.
In Figs. 7a and b, the scaled transmission factor, h a 3 , is plotted against r/a for a Poisson material and for a2 = 3 ; r is the radial coordinate of an observer in the elastic zone, and the angular coordinate 0 is kept fixed at 412. The ratio of the density of the acoustic medium to the elastic medium, p~/ p n . is denoted by p. Since the reciprocal, 1/2a6,, is a measure of the damping of the first transmitted pressure potential, we find that damping increases with decreasing p. Furthermore, for a fixed value of p, damping also increases with increasing r/a ratio. This is as it should be expected, since the transmitted potentials tend to zero as r tends to infinity. The factor 2a6, behaves in a similar manner. Thus, the decaying of the amplitudes of transmitted pressure potentials in the elastic region is governed by the density ratio p, and by the radial location of the observer with respect to the core radius, r/u.
General remarks
In problems of wave propagation in closed regions, additional complications arise because of the curvature of the bounding surfaces. This is evident in this investigation. However, the results, though by no means complete, are general and may be applied to the transient behaviour of seismic waves generated by earthquakes or underground explosions. It is interesting to observe that fundamental as the approach is, the results are in agreement with the predictions of geometrical optics. Each table is based on a different value of u/b ratio. No entry implies no saddlepoint for that particular observation station. 
